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Section-A
t. Give short answers of the following:

N. What do you mean by asymptotic notations?
b. show thatfor any real eonstants a and b, whcre t > 0, (n + a)b = g(n0).
c' What is thE tirne complexity of conventional matrir muttiplication method andSrassen's matrix muttiplication method?
d. What is heap?
e' What is difflercnsc between Dijkstra and Betlman Ford algorithrns for solving singlesource shorlest path problem?
f' What is difference between Prim's and Kruskal's algorithm for finding minimumcost spanning trce?
g. what do y9u mean by Np-hard and Np.complete problems?
h. what 3rlthe,applications of Fast Fourier Transform (FFO?
i. What is the timc complexity of Knuth-Monis-Pratt ttring matching algorithm?j. what is difference between an algorithrn and a program? 
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ll' Use the mast'er method to show that the rclution to tho binary-search recurrence rplation
r@) - r$ + o(1) is r(n) = 0(lgr n).

lll. Describe in detail Brcadilr-First search algorithm.
fV' Describe quicksort algorithm for sorting i given list of elements? Is quicksort algorittrm

strble?
V, Describe the vertex-covcr problem.
vl. writs short note on rntcgei and polynomial arithmetic.

vll' Define spnning bee. Write Prim's algorithm for finding minimum spanning trce. Using
-frim's 

algorithm, find minimum spanning trce for thc giph given belorri

vlll' What is thc basic assumptigT in binary search algorithm? write binary search algorithm.Using binary search algorithm, find 
-the 

numbei of comparisonr *i"i*o to find keyvalue 9 in thc given list:
- I 5, {, 017,9,23,54,82,1 0 l, I I 2, I 2i, I 3 !, I 42, I i I

lX' WIP! do you ffn-by convex hull? Desmibe an algorithm that solves the convex-hullprublan. Find thc time complexity of the algorithr;.
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